INTRODUCING……

NEW AGE BLAST MEDIA!!!
Manufactured from 100% Recycled Bottle Glass.
The use of post-consumer glass benefits the environment by reducing landfill waste.
The manufacturing process cleans and grinds the recycled glass into a usable industrial
grade, expendable abrasive which can replace more hazardous slag/mineral abrasives.
The product is sized and screened into multiple specifications needed for various Abrasive
Blasting needs. Can be used for dry or wet blasting applications.
Bottle or Tri-Mix Glass is chemically known as “Amorphous Silica”. It contains virtually
no free-silica which is commonly found in blasting sand.

PERFORMANCE BENEFITS
For the LOG HOME INDUSTRY!!
Angular particles allow for surface profiling and removal of tough coatings, paint and
rust. Will not harm soft substrates like wood or concrete.
Unlike organic media like Cob, glass will not MOLD when it gets wet. This is critical on
outside jobs where total containment can be a challenge!
New Age Blast Media performs exceptionally well when used as slurry or with a water
ring! Excellent performance when used to clean concrete/metal/ wood.
Because glass provides a profile on wood, contractors report SUBSTANTIAL labor
savings from having to use hand sanders after organic media like cob/shells
Product can be easily be used with virtually all standard blasting pots and equipment

HEALTH/ ENVIRONMENT BENEFITS!!!
100% recycled material which is diverted directly from landfills.
Glass is chemically non toxic and inert. No MOLD if it gets wet!
No FREE SILICA - will not cause Silicosis.
Approved by the California Air Control Board ( CARB )
Approved by Navsea for the US Military under Mil-A-22262B Blasting Grit
Glass is listed on EPA’s Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines for Blasting Grit!

Contact Us at ( 866 ) 775- 6226 or visit our website www.NewAgeBlastMedia.com

Field Success Story:

MASTERBLAST Inc.
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Masterblast Inc., a Chicago based contractor has been using New Age Blast Media
for well over a year. They have used the product as a direct replacement for
products like cob and coal slag. The pictures here are from a job in an industrial
warehouse in Chicago. Masterblast Inc specializes in wood restoration.
Mark from Masterblast Inc. has used both the Coarse and Medium Grades of New
Age Blast Media on many restoration jobs throughout the Chicagoland area with
similar results illustrated in these pictures. The key benefits of blasting on wood
with our product is the lack of embedment, no harm to the wood surface and a great
finish that allows for superior coating application. Also, unlike organics like Cob
and Walnut glass will not mold when wet!
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